Voo Doo Journeys to North Pole and Then to Florida

Although there seems charge of Voo Doo that this month's issue is practically the first issue this year that has not been dedicated to some special purpose as was the "Tiege Number," they do not seem to be able to explain themselves to better advantage as at that, but have lifted the lid of the "Atlantic" column. The Florida-Alabama Number—perhaps the editors of Florida may point them on the points and beyond.

Plan evidently does not expect the usual "Tiege" stay on one side regimental issues. Rather, it seems that the editors of Florida have been putting in a "special" something for the "Tiege" number. This cover was not indicated for the regular cover of "Tiege." The cover of the Florida-Alabama issue is the best we have seen of the Voo Doo and gives quite an inside line into conditions in the Pensacola State.

Valuable Antique Unadvertised

One of the most noticeable "points between and beyond" is the absence of "etiquette" that was so attractive a line of copy in the last issue. If the editors are not going to advertise this, we may as well throw in the towel.

The editors make this month to be a "special" one. Whether this is true or not we are in no position to decide. It is unusual for us to be in a state of wonder, the wonder whether the editors are going to advertise this. Nevertheless, the wonder arises at the editors' action on this matter. We cannot understand how the editors can advertise this. There is so little wonder at the editors' action on this matter.
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